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for the capitalist clothier, as at Coggeshall the 1,200
narrow cloths are assigned to only nine makers (the
largest items being 400, 250, and 200 dozens), while
Braintree, with 2,400 dozens, had only eight makers, of
whom two pay subsidy on 600 dozens each and one on
480. The great clothiers, however, at this time are
found in the west, at Barnstaple, where John Parman
paid on 1,080 dozens, and Richard Burnard on 1,005,
other nine clothiers dividing some 1,^600 dozens between
them. For the rest of Devonshire, sixty-five makers
account for 3,565 dozens, or rather over fifty a piece.
If Devon stood at one end of the scale, its next door
neighbour was at the other, for Cornwall's total output
was only ninety cloths, attributed to thirteen makers.
At Salisbury the year's output of 6,600 whole cloths was
divided between 158 persons, only seven of whom
accounted for more than 150 each, while at Winchester,
where over 3,000 cloths are returned, only three clothiers
exceeded the hundred, and men of such local prominence
as Robert Hall and ' Markays le Fay re ' l had only
eighty and forty to their respective accounts. Through-
out Yorkshire the average does not seem to have been
above ten cloths, and in Kent, a stronghold of the broad
cloth manufacture, only one clothier exceeded fifty
dozens, and only three others 'passed twenty-five. The
whole evidence seems to limit the spheres of influence
of the capitalist clothiers to a few definite towns prior
to the beginning of the fifteenth century. But the latter
half of the fifteenth century saw the rise of the great
1 Marcus le Fair of Winchester was the only clothier not a
Londoner from whom cloth was bought for the royal household in
1408. Exch. K. R. Accts., 405, no. 22.
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